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the Seine and Somme, & c ., contrasts with theErrata in former Note. — The mean directions calcaire at Lororné, near Laval. The cave is
of the cirrus and of the wind at the surfaco aro 24 metres lony, and 8 in height, with three cham- abundance of these animals in many deposits in

given (col. ii. linos 45, 46 ) as N. 11° W.and S. bors joined by very narrow passa ges. At the France that seem equally to resemble the Jam

23 ° W.,whilst the directions were, for the cirrus, bottom of one of the chambers, under a la yer moth period. Perhaps these animals preferred

W. 11° N., and for the wind w . 23° S.; thence of stalagmites 2 decimetres thick, were found certain localities, or the deposits of the Mammoth

the conclusion that the Polar currents' (which the following :--Four human molars suppose d by age may not all have been absolutely contempo
ought, according to the hypothesis, to come from M. Hamy to belong to four individuals of differ- raneous. - M . A.GAUDRY.

John J. Lake.
the N.E.) do not exist in Scotland. - M . J. A. ent ages - one of thom to the fossil race called

BROUN .
“ Cro-Magnon " ; an upper portion of the humerus

of a man of great height, found amongst the

Solar Spots and Protuberances. THE EXPRESSION OF THE EMOTIONS IN
ashes ; a flint for piercing (M. de Mortillet),

MAN AND ANIMALS.

beautiful region of Faculo ,without spots, near the with mammothbones, some ofthem of the knife Tsubiectware extracted from a review of

On the 21st March, 1873, the author saw a and some flint chips, like those found at Paris

W. border of the sun, tho most brilliant partbe- type. The cut flints of Louverné are from the

tween 89° and 97º; its distance was such that the Inferior Oolite (M.Gustavo de Loriere) ; a rein- Darwin's latest book in the Academy. They are

next day it should have been on the edgo. In deer horn, with an incision that could only have from the pen of Dr. Anton Dohrn . How often it

fact, on tho 22nd the author found, on the edge been made by a human hand ; two pieces of coal has been stated that among the chief privileges

between 75 ° and 100°, beautiful protuberances, and cinder ; somebones of animals of the follow- of man as contrasted with the lower animals is the

some clouds, and some very lively flames. ing species: - Hyæna crocuta (fam . Uyana which seemed all the more peculiarly human as it

(Fig . 1.) spelca), a large Canis vulpes, Rhinoceros tichorhi- became obvious that other animals,being destitute

of the innumerable emotions of man , could not

present traces of the innumerable expressions de

pendent on these emotions. The belief in this

elementary constitution of man's nature was so

great at one period that physiognomy came to be

regarded as a science as important and conclusive

as astrology had been in the Middle Ages ; and the

more hidden the actual connection between mind

and body in this case, the more one pretended to

intuitive knowledge about it, the more one shrank

from subjecting the great achievements ofwhirl

Wolftrar lamely that the some profound physiognomists boasted to a critical

examination . When we remember how Lavater

1410 spent a great part of his life in the study of

physiognomy, and recall how Goethe entered into

correspondence with him on the subject and sent

him portraits and silhouettes, can wewonder that

the great mass of the people held a belief in the

most direct connection of character and mind with

the expression of the face ? Goethe, it is true,

was not an absolute believer in the art of judging
FIG.2

of the inside of a man by looking at his outside,

for he wrote on one occasion to Lavater : “ Seitdem

ich keine physiognomische Praetension mehr

mache, wird mein Šinn sehr scharf und lieblich ,

ich weiss fast in der ersten Minute wie ich mit den

Leuten dran bin ; " he nevertheless occupied him

self in thinking over the principles of this so

Examination of the spectra gave the following nus, Equus caballus, Tarandus rangifer , and called science .
lines reversed : Bison . Many of these bones are broken, and Mr. Darwin himself, in the Introduction of his

75 ° —87° Hydrogen and D3 have been gnawed by animals. They seem to work , gives us a short review of what has been

870-990 Hydrogen, D3, 1474K . belong to the Mammoth age, but the author, not done in physiognomy by treatment with the scien

and 4 between b and F. having extracted them himself, cannot say tific method . It is not so much physiognome,
999—105° Hydrogen, D ", b , 1474K . whether they came from the same bed as the however, that constitutes the main subject of

The simple faculæ , without spots, have there- human remains.
interest in the new book as the Darwinian theory

fore given very beautifulnebulous protuberances MM . Elert and his fellow.labourers discovered which lies before us in a new guise where we

with the characteristic spectra, whilst upon the under these objects some stones placed with in fact fulfilled a promise given in the prefaceof
would scarcely expect to meet it. Mr. Darwin has.

portion of the edge where the nebulosity was symmetry , forming a kind of flagging . The pro- the “ Descent of Man ," of which work it forms a

already raised into clouds, the spectra were sence of cinder and coal show that that there had part and may be considered the third volume. It

metallic without the phenomena of a lively erup- been a fireplace here. The Troglodytes, com is not the anatomy nor indeed can it be called the

tion . At the same time there was a spot lower monly made the fires at the entrance of caves to physiology of expression of which Mr. Darwin

down nearer the edge, at 128°, surrounded by its escapo annoyance from the smoke, yet here the treats. His object is rather to trace its origin in

facule. (Fig . 2.) hearth was twelve metres from the entrance ; but the ancestors ofman , and to give an exposition of

On the morning of the 6th January , 1873, there there was a vertical opening above that, before it the principles involved in the differentmodes of
was, very near the western edge, another spot, was covered with ston3s, permitted the smoke to expression in man as well as in other animals.
scarcely visible. On the edge,against the spot, escape. A like passage in another chamber that Mr. Darwin is always bound to face a considerable

the author observed a very magnificent phono- is free is still called the chimney by the country |the doctrine of natural selection , it falls to his lot

mena, which he proposes to describe in the people.
Memoirie. There were tongues of flame of ex At 800 metres from theabove cave, in the flanks application of this principle in all forms of organic

more than to any one else to show the universal

cessive brightness ; thin, bent threads, less lumi- of the same rock, is a cavity filled with yollow life. In trutz , there is no one who has done so

nous, ascended from the chromosphere, and some mud,rolled flints, large blocks of the calcaire and much to search out the hidden corners where the

detached portions above were of eruptive cha- bones — the lastof theMammoth period — and of the action ofnatural selection is to be recognised , and

racter . This was at 2h . 20m . Somedesignsof following species:-Hyæna crocuta , Felis leo (fam . where this principle alone gives a satisfactory ex

different phases taken between 10h. 52m . and Felis spelaa ), Mustela foina, Meles taxus, Canis planation of problems hitherto unsolved .

2h. 13m . showed an extreme variability. Asin rulpes, Arctomysmarmotta, a large hare (perhaps other journals and books may use every effort to
Writers in the Revue des deux Mondes and

the former case, inclined jots were not found out- Lepus timidus, or L. variabiles), another rodent re- convince their readers that the theory of descent

side the spot. The spectrum was one of the sembling Sciurus vulgaris, Elephas primigenius, isnot Mr. Darwin's great achievement, but is due

most brilliant the author had seen . The follow- Rhinoceros tichorhinus, Sus scrofa, Equus chiefly to Lamarck and others ; it nevertheless.

ing are the lines determined with the normal caballus, Tarandus rangifer, a stag as largo as remainsa simple truth that Mr. Darwin's elucida

spectrum of Angström :-Hydrogen , D ?, BC — Ba, Megaceros Hibernicus, bovidæ of similar kind as tion of the actual influence of natural selection

6,62, 63, 64,4943 (double ), 5031 (double) ;5194, Bison priscus, and Bos primigenius. Thero are throughout thewhole organic world has been the

5229, 5272,5282,5265, 5316, and two other un- also remains of birds, amongst which have been means of overthrowing the old doctrines of

determined lines between b and 5316. Here are distinguished, by M. A. Milne-Edwards, some separate creation - still held by some naturalists.

conditions altogether contrary to those of the bones of two species of Anas, of Anser, Mergus, even of high rank , and believed in by all those who

spots observed on 22nd May,where the calm was Nyctea nivea,and a femur of a diurnal rapacious cling to old traditional beliefs rather than to new

complete . bird of unknown species, larger than the buzzard , believe all human knowledge to be vanity , and as

In the presence of observations so clear and but smaller than Aquila audax.independent of hypothesis and preconceived The determinations of the mammifers have a consequence to prefer ignorance to inquiry.

ideas, the author considers it is not possible to been chiefly based on the characteristics of the trine of natural selection as the chief principle

Though Mr. Darwin not only originated the doc

accept the theory that makes cyclones the only dentition , the bones being broken to such an un- ruling the development of the organic world ,but

cause of solar spots ; not that he refuses to admit usual extent as, for the most part, not to be is also its chief supporter and expounder, henever

that cyclones exist in the atmosphere, and at the identified . theless holds thatnatural selection in the strictest

surface, of the sun ; and he has cited some of his The Crechy (Allier) bed, from which M. A. sensedoes not afford a universal explanation of all

own observations to show this.-M. TACCHINI. Milne-Edwards and M.Faure have sent many the phenomena of organic life, past, present, and

specimensto the museum , ought to be attributed ,
future. The theory of sexual selection, for ex

Quaternary Fossils Collected by M.Elert at as well as that of Louverné, to the Mammoth age ; endeavouring to explain all the facts by naturalseample, was proposed to meet the difficulty . When

Louverne (Mayenne).
but the reindeer is very rare thero, whilst there lection , Mr. Þarwin perceived that changes in er

M. Elert, Director of the Maseum of Laval, are great quantities of the remains of gigantic ganisms occurred which were clearly not dictated

discovered in Mayenne a great quantity of fossil stags, of which theauthor has only found a single by thesimple action of this great principle,but by

debris, which he sent to the Jardins des Plantes, bone amongst all the pieces from the environs of some other and minor one,which he termed the

requesting the author to determine. Laval, Weshould remark thatthe absence or rarity principle of sexual selection. The acceptance of

They are from a care in the carboniferous of bears in the cave of Louvern «, the valloys of this principle has met with considerable resistance
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from a good many naturalists, and even manyevo- physiology was always regarded as the cardinal physiognomy, connecting by new ties man and his

lutionists, who, seeing in it ,we believe wrongly, science in relation to the great problem of life, it mentalworld to animal life and its bodily con

an abandonment of the theory of natural selection, and not altogether disregard the aid of anatomy stitution , but traces a new and highly important

make war against their own leader. Perhapsthese and morphology in working out solutionsof special line of inquiry with respect to the origin of func

same gentlemen will not be entirely satisfied when physiological problems. The labours of a man tions. In showing how in many cases the function

they examine the three principles to which Mr. like Johannes Müller alone suffice to prove this, of expressing emotions has its origin in other

Darwin reduces all themodes of expression of emo- and his handbook of physiology teaches on almost functions, he has led us to that immense and

tion in man and animals. For if everything that every page theimportant influence ofmorphologi- almost endless path which physiology must

happens is only to betried by the test of its sur- cal research. If we extend our gaze still farther traverse in respect to all and every function in

viral on account of its usefulness in the struggle back, wefind this striking feature ofa combination order to attain that point where life itself becomes
for existence (which would bring it within the of scientific physiology, anatomy, and morphology but a function of matter, a part of which Spinoza

domain ofnatural selection ), it may appear as if the becoming more strongly apparent.

three principles of expression do not come within

determined when he said , " Cujus essentia

the range of the discussion .
After JohannesMüller, however,and as soon as the existentia ."

The first of these principles is that movements great break happened about the theory of Vitalism ,

which are serviceable in gratifying a desire, or in especially after the publication of Du Bois-Rey

relieving a sensation, if often repeated become go
mond's great work on Thierische Electricität ,

THE COAL COMMISSION .

physiologists in general got rather out ofthe habit
NHE evidence takon by the Committee on

came desire or sensation is felt, even in a very problems, while in some quarters there sprang up

slightdegree .The three principles,with themany instances by the idea that morphology was not somuch a science that a tolerably accurate opinion of the causes of

which they are illustrated in Mr. Darwin's book as an excellent pursuit for amateurs — a more or less the recent high prices can be formed. The

are of interestnot only as teaching physiognomy, innocentamusement to which one might devote following summary of the Times is reproduced

but, as we havealready indicated, in attempting to one's attention, if one chose, but which would asa contribution to a subject not the least im

introduce the theory of evolution into our know . exercise no influence on the general march of portant of those which will arise in the imme.

ledge of the functions of man and other animals. human ideas, and through a want of method and diate future:

To take an example : if we consider how a person Exactness came to be identified with experimental
exactness could scarcely be termed a science .

The inquiry before the Committee on Coal

uncovers his canine teeth in expressing defiance orcontempt, the action would be explained by all research, and physiological laboratories, provided tends to establish at least one explanation of the

those who are not evolutionistsby an endeavour to with complex 'apparatus and frogs, rabbits, and recent rise in prices. It seemsclear that the rise

show the direct influence of scorn or defiance on tribunal, before which Life was challenged to con- in the demand for the purposes of the iron trade,

dogs and other animals, were considered the chief is due in a very great degree to the vast increase

be difficult to find a satisfactory explanation of
foss its latest secrets . and for some other manufactures. Mr. Lowthian

such uncovering of the canine teeth in a sneer.
There can be no question that this line of Bell, bears testimony on this point which seems

One could hardly understand why contempt or physiological research derived great advantage conclusive . He is president for this year of the

defiance is more nearly related to uncovering the from the application of physics to the considera- Iron and Steel Institute, and is intimately ac

canine than other teeth ; why, in short, it hasany- tion of physiological questions. Thus the physio- quainted with both the iron and coal trades, and

thing whatever to do with teeth . Mr. Darwin, logy, of the senses and nerves attained to a noman is better qualified to speak of them . The

however, on seeking out theorigin of such action , wonderfully high degree of true exactness. It isfinds it in another fanction that belonged to the perhaps due to these very results that at the time result of his experience is that, while there has

ancestors of man - to the lower animal, in which when the methods of experimental physiology been a great development in iron and chemical

showing the teeth ,and especially the canine teeth , were held in such respect the microscope and works,therehasnot been a corresponding develop
denoted readiness to bite and fight. Man, as a microscopists were a little too lightly regarded a ment of coal-mining. The idea that therise in price

rule, no longer bites his enemies, yet the uncover feeling which culminated in the dictum thatais due to any combination on the part ofmasters

ing of the canine teeth in a smeer ris still it every Ever years. It must be admitted that at the very explanation is to be found in the fact that there

microscopicaldiscovery scarcely lasted longer than or men seems to him quite absurd. The simple

defiance, or scom . That this should ever happen period of the highest development of experimental has been a great increase in demand and a falling

dhip to the lower animals, and thus a special phy: a temporary want of new ideas. The struggle factory ifthis porplexing problem proves tobe

in man is only to be understood by his relation research in physiology,morphology laboured under short in production . It will be somewhat satis

another more or less defensive function of those in the beginning of this century had ended in the really solved by the old simple explanation of a

animals.

other extreme, in an accumulation of mere facts. change in the balance of demand and supply,

A similar movement,and one only to be inter. The want of ideas was necessarily followed by the though it will follow that the Committee are not

preted by similar reasoning, is the protrusion of absence of criticism , and thus morphology and likely to devise any prompt remedy for bigha

the lips in anger and scorn ' in itself it is useless zoology,resembled in some respects a dictionary pricos.
and would have no meaning,but viewed as an off. containing all the words necessary for the con The statistics furnished by Mr. Bell give a re

spring ofanimal function it'is clearly understood . struction of a thoroughly philosophical book, but markable picture of the growth of the iron trade.

A great number of other instances of a like kind which is not the book itself. “ Forty years ago there was not a factory on the

might be quoted from Mr. Darwin's book. Mr. Darwin came,and the book was written . By banks of the Teos, and coal was supplied in un

Regarded from a biological point of view , this it morphology became burdened with important limited quantities to the workson the Tyne at so

book derives its chief interest from being asuccess- questions, the answers to which have not only a low a price as 1s. 6d. por ton .” It was not till

ful attempt totrace theorigin of special functions, bearing on morphology, itself, but extend itsto introduce the theory of evolution into the domain boundaries into fields where it touches on one of 1850 or 1853 that the price began to rise, in con

of physiology. Here it seemswedomeet with an the most fundamental questions by which the sequence of the growth of the factories ; but

element notstrictly an essential constituent of the human mind ever has been or can be agitated. since then the amount of coal consumed by them

theory of natural selection, for as naturalselection The “ Origin of Species ” led to investigation increased to a million and a quarter tons in 1861,

tends to preserve only what is useful and service concerning the origin of innumerable other things and to three millions and a quarter tons in 1871.

able for the struggle of existence,movements that the beginings of which had hitherto lain in utter The discovery of the Cleveland ironstone has

are not actually beneficial ought not to be re- darkness and were believed hidden once and for beon the chief cause of the increased demand,

tained . The theory of evolution'began to affect and Middlesbrough represents the consequent

The second principle is that of antithesis. The with its principles and methods nearly every de- trade. Before 1850 the tons of pig-iron made in

In 1871 the pig -iron

under opposite impulses has becomeso firmly estab- from whlch it derived its methodical power was manufactured amounted to 1,695,377 tons,and Mr.

habit of voluntarily performing opposite movements partment of human thought, but the stronghold a year were 110,000.

Lished in us by the practice of our whole lives that
and is morphology. Bell believes that in 1872 it approached 2,000,000

if certain actions have been regularly performed in
Thus of a sudden the sister sciences physiology tons. The number of puddling -furnaces has

accordance with the first principle under a certain aud morphology became once more of equal imframeofmind, there willbe a strong and involuntary portance, and one might perhaps say that at within the same period multiplied from 250 to

But the figures are still more

tendency to perform directly opposite actions, present morphology has just claims to be held the at least 1,650.

whether these are of any use or not, under the ex ? greater. Such a claim however would be vain and important which show that the proportion

citement of an opposite frame of mind. This useless, for it is impossible that physiology should of coal consumed in the iron trado

principle points still more directly to a hidden root any longer delay to adopt with equal energy the the total amount raised has been continu

whence actions spring. The former leads us to methods and principles of the theory of evolution , ally increasing. In 1861 the quantity of

ook for an origin of animal action that is not to and by so doing range itself once more close coal raised in the Northumberland and Durham

be found in direct usefulness alone,while themove. besidemorphology - nay, and embrace so entirely districts was nearly 20,000,000 tons, and the

ments which Mr. Darwin classes under theprinciple the doctrine of evolution that a break between quantity consumed by the iron works was about

of Antithesis seem , to judge by the examples and physiology and morphology, such as has existed 14 per cent of the total. But in 1872, while the

illustrations he gives, often to be quite superfluous during the last twenty or thirty years, will be amount of coal raised had only increased to

end withoutthe slightest direct bearing .
rendered impossible in future.

29,000,000 tons, the proportion required for the

Lastly , the third principle is the direct action of And it cannot be questioned that the new task of ironworks had risen to 28 per cent. Taking the

the excited nervous system on the body, independ- physiology will be to investigate the origin of Durham coalfield alone, the proportion of coal

ently ofthewill and independently ,to a great extent, functions. If it be true that all organisms now consumed in the ironworks was last year as high

afhabit. The directionwhich thisnerve-force follows living are the descendants of former living ones, as 47 per cent. In that year, moreover, while
is necessarily determined by the lines of connection aud that these former living ones possessed simpler
between the nerve-cells with each other and with characters, this of course will hold good equally production fell by half a million tons, the con

various parts of the body. But the direction is in respect to their functions, and it becomes ne . sumption in the iron trade increased by more

likewise in a large degree influenced by habit, in- cessary to trace not only the change and differen- than half a million . Coal was brought overland

asra uch as nerre-force passes readily along accus- tiation of the organs, but also those of the from South Walesand the West Riding, and for

tomed channels.
functions. To do this effectually physiology must once was actually “ carried to Newcastle ." Mr.

The origin ef functions is a question as ret dogs, but extend them over the whole animalking . alone responsible for the increased demana.

not restrict its investigations to frogs, rabbits, and Bell, however, does not consider the ironworks

strange subject leads us of necessity to another of dom . And in doing so it will at once find how Within the Durham district the demands of

:an equally remarkable nature, namely, the active powerful an aid morphology is, how indispensable other industries have increased in half the pru

and passive resistance which the theory of descent rich in questions which on its part it is unable portion of the demand of the iron manufac

finds in more than one physiological school.

In earlier years, when physiology existed almost physiology.

to solve except by alliance with comparative ture. All manufactures have been flourishing,

as, for example, the alkali works: and much

everywhere in , so to speak , personal union with This is a powerful reason for congratulating is due to the great extension of railways and

anatomy,the dislike felt by physiologists for ab- ourselves on the appearance of Mr. Darwin's new to the substitution of steam forwind as themotiva

stract morphology was less marked . Though | book. It not only gives rules and principles to powor of ships. Butsuch facts as we liave quoto 1

ever.

to


